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Abstract—The Major Depressive Disorder has been a burden of medical expense in Taiwan as well as the situation around the world. Major Depressive Disorder can be defined into different categories by previous human activities. According to machine learning, we can classify emotion in correct textual language in advance. It can help medical diagnosis to recognize the variance in Major Depressive Disorder automatically. Association language incremental is the characteristic and relationship that can discovery words in sentence. There is an overlapping-category problem for classification. In this paper, we would like to improve the performance in classification in principle of no overlapping-category problems. We present an approach that to discovery words in sentence and it can find in high frequency in the same time and can’t overlap in each category, called Association Language Features by its Category (ALFC). Experimental results show that ALFC distinguish well in Major Depressive Disorder and have better performance. We also compare the approach with baseline and mutual information that use single words alone or correlation measure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Global Burden of Disease 2000 (GBD2000) project shows that unipolar depressive disorders place an enormous burden on society and are ranked as the fourth leading cause of burden among all diseases. If still trends for demographic and epidemiological continue, the burden of depression disorder becoming the second in 2020. Therefore, we need to attention the emotion because the social culture was changed become social relationship complex between peoples. In actuality environment, many people did not mange emotion by itself because it cause its emotion is not confidence for the future life. In fact, the emotion classification can help medical personnel effectively.

In the past the emotion recognition focused on the writer’s state, but this paper mid the problem from reader’s observation. For example, medical personnel diagnose is interpreted by the doctor either by patient. Many psychiatric websites have developed community-base services such as message boards, web forums and blogs for public access, form these services we can give larger corpora to analysis. And the class of sentence is identified by reader. Such psychiatric texts contain large amounts of natural language expressions related to Major Depressive Disorder, making them useful resources for building more effective psychiatric services.

Many people present some sentence on web, these data has potential information about the moment person emotion state, in this paper to recognize emotion for training very interesting. For instance, a user speak some sentences about feeling expressions on blog, we want to recognize emotion of sentence into category, moreover, response some suggestion to user.

Nature Language Processing (NLP) is a field of computer science and linguistics concerned with the interactions between computers and human languages. Text information just as nature language is suitable for express the emotion better than questionnaire quantity measure, because it contain copious information now. Nonetheless, text was very complex as nature language, through computer to assist identifiable meaning that the process such classification or summarization to create. How to use text data to analysis that needed to transform data structure to feature set that through suitable representation or extraction process. The feature set may consist of all possible language from transformation process such as Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagger or n-grams sequence, in this paper use the POS tagger to segmentation word that in this paper each tagger of word called “term”. On the other hand, feature selection and weighting methods such as term frequency (TF) or inverse document frequency (IDF) or both combine TF×IDF are used for classification analysis.

Traditional approaches in sentence classification [1], [12] or text categorization [4] usually use bag-of-word to make baseline features for train text classification model, the bag-of-word treats each words independently, but and it did not consider the relationships of words in sentences. On the other hand, n-grams approach was useful to capture sequential relations between words to improve classification performance [14], [15]. The association may across one word or more in sentences, but the n-grams is capturing local dependencies of
words requires large training data to obtain reliable estimation, so it is not suitable capturing long-distance dependencies in data sparseness problem, just like words very little in a sentence.

For our aim, we want to incremental feature of emotion characterized by association language mining, i.e., meaningful combinations of terms, such as {spirit} and {tired} are association language features, it presents an association between terms of emotion. Table I shows the Major Depressive Disorder as category, there are 8 kinds of emotion of MDD (it is a kind of emotion as behavior retardation doesn’t use, because it is difficult observation from text data) [2] according this category to develop supervised method of association mining. The question we want to answer is whether there is something to be gained by association mining of unsupervised revise to supervised learning when we have incremental feature. We want to discover the information of discrimination, according to the language type that it be not necessarily composed of continuous words, so it usually composed of the words with long-distance dependencies, yet cannot easily captured by n-grams.

The main research questions addressed in this paper are:
1) How to discovery association language features from the emotion sentences with Major Depressive Disorder automatically?
2) What’s important condition for association language features to classify sentences with Major Depressive Disorder?

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The concept of association in nature language process helps for classification analysis in Section 2. How to mine frequency item set of words of association language features by its category is in Section 3. We apply multiple classifiers algorithms for classification with combine multiple features set in Section 4. Section 5 is presents their results and discussion. Conclusions and opportunities for future work in Section 6.

II. ASSOCIATION LANGUAGE FEATURES

The meaning in statistics is to measure the relationships between two quantities [8]. Association language is a similar type, it finds any relationship between words such as relationship between peoples, so we use the concept of association for incremental feature. For example, the association of two terms that {myself} and {feeling} is high frequency of co-occurrence in training data when people express many words. In the language domain, to understand specific words in the same emotion is an important information in text meaning. Sometimes many researches use correlation confidence measures such as Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) or Mutual Information (MI). The front is a tool to measure degree about the association between two terms [5]. The posterior can gain good effect of classification [9]-[11].

However the association language has a problem that association mining of data mining measures high frequency of co-occurrence between terms or correlation confidence, these features may exist overlapping problem (such covariance in statistics). The accuracy drops down when overlapping categories occurred. This idea from the cluster concept single categories of association language features to the correlation of high, instead overlap clusters dependent. For example, an item set almost appeared when the itemset in two or more categories such as “A” and “B” and “D”, if we find some itemsets of association language, they have high co-occurrence and correlation but don’t know which association language feature is particular of category in nature language, so it doesn’t help for classification analysis, it's an important concept in this paper. Thus, this paper wants to build a framework that mining association language features approach and filter overlapping feature to decrease the classification interference.

III. METHODOLOGY

Current problem is how to acquaint association language; it can be converted into the problem of association rule mining in data mining. It is a well-known mining technique that to discover interesting pattern from transactional databases. Association language from each sentence in the corpora is discovered similarly, and item in a transaction denotes term in a sentence, only the combinations of nouns and verbs are
considered, and the length is fully automatic that it satisfies min co-occurrence. It uses Apriori algorithm [3], [13] and modify it slightly to fit our problem. It also discovers the association language as frequency association terms in sentence of training data to improve the classification accuracy. The association language feature is defined as a combination of multiple associated terms, denoted by $<t_1, ..., t_k>$. There are two stages to create association language features (see Fig. 1). The first part is finding frequent termsets to discover frequent termsets in each training data of categories reduplicate. The second part is to generate association language features by its category according to each frequent termsets of every category from training data and it has been removed the overlap-category frequent termset. The detailed procedure is described as follows.
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**A. Discover frequent term sets**

In this part, we want to find high frequent of co-occurrence between terms in same sentence of corpus. First, counts all the 1-termmsets from the set of sentences and finds supports which exceed the minimum support (this is called the frequent 1-termsets). Second, combines the frequent 1-termsets to form candidate 2-termsets, and counts all the candidate 2-termsets from the set of sentences and determines the frequent 2-termsets. Finally, repeats frequent $k$-termsets until the candidate $k$-termsets or the frequent is empty. The code of the algorithm is listed in Fig. 2. It repeats each category until discovering all termsets when reaching satisfying condition.

$$F_1 = \{\text{frequent 1-termsets}\};$$

for $(k = 2; F_k \neq \emptyset; k + +)$ do begin

$C_k = \text{apriori} - \text{gen}(F_{k - 1});$ //generate candidates

forall sentence $s \in D$ do begin

$C_k = \text{subset}(C_k, s);$ //candidates contained in $s$

forall candidate $c \in C_k$ do

$c.$count $+ +$;

End;

$F_k = \{c \in C_k | c.$count $\geq \text{minsupport}\}$;

End;

Return $\cup_k F_k$;

**B. Generate Association Language Features by its Category (ALFC) from frequent term sets**

It is to measure the overlap of feature bases on predefined categories, association language features can be generated via an overlap measure each frequent term set occurs in raw data in each category in training data. The overlapping value of association language features in $k$-terms is defined as below.

$$y_j = \sum_i \sum_j x_{ij}$$

(1)

where

$y_j$ denotes the count number of $t$ words co-occurring as termset $j$ in sentence of category in training set,

$$X_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if termset } j \text{ in category } i \text{ occurs} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

The overlap-category was calculated in formula (1). It counts the quantity that occurs in each category. According to each frequent term set in $L_k$ is assigned a number of overlap-category score, set a threshold if each $y_j$ of termsets is 1 (that setting 1 meaning that each termset only occurs in a category) than can be Association Language Features by its Category (ALFC). Each termsets satisfies the threshold is only in particular ones category. So, feature set from association language features by its category, they are the important discrimination degree.

**IV. EMOTION AS CLASSIFICATION**

In this paper, we test combination of the proposed three feature types. Classification accuracy is used as the performance metric, classification technique applies three classification algorithms included Naïve bayes (NB), C4.5 and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. The evaluation platform is the machine learning software toolkit WEKA [7]. These feature sets includes:

- Bag-of-Words (BoW): Each term in sentences corresponds to a feature after Part-Of-Speech tagger process.
V. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS

In our experiments, in order to discover important information of discrimination, we needed to split data into training data and test data. Training data is used for training association language features and test data is used for testing accuracy of classification. Different feature sets used to determine the experiment design. Moreover, compares difference incremental feature which affects the accuracy of classification.

A. Data Set

The total number of sentence data is 1,331 that collected from the PsychPark (http://www.psychpark.org), a virtual psychiatric clinic, maintained by a group of vol-unteer professionals of Taiwan Association of Mental Health Informatics [16]. The text type is the traditional Chinese words. In our experiment, the data sets in each category are partitioned randomly into training data, testing data with the proportion of 90%, 10% respectively. All of data were preparing for the category definition by medical personnel (reader’s observation), the training data was used for language feature generation. The Table 2 shows the distribution of sentence category about the Major Depressive Disorder corpus. Furthermore, according to Diagnostic and statistical Manual of Mental Disorder (DSM-IV) referred to emotion that there are four categories most discovery of symptom as the Depressed, Interested, Insomnia and Death [2], so the sentence distribution was unevenness in the corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence category</th>
<th>Distribution in Corpus %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depressed</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interested</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insomnia</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guilt</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentrate</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Baseline

We test three different feature set to construct our feature vector. The first feature set of baseline uses the Bag-of-Words (BoW) to construct feature vector, data segmentation by POS tagger only include nouns and verb for construct. The second feature set was BoW plus ALFMI that they did not remove any frequent termset with overlap, simple to measure correlation of termset by MI method According to [11] it selects top N percent features for classification. And through experiments to determine an optimal threshold for each classifier by maximizing its classification accuracy on the test set. Finally, feature set using BoW plus ALFC of this paper method to construct feature vector. Each classifier implements effect and compare accuracy ratio among three feature sets.

C. Results and Discussions

Table III lists the results of the classification of individual feature sets from test data. We implement the baseline just BoW feature sets for the accuracy is lower than other feature sets. The better classifier is SVM form each feature set. The BoW+ALFMI is used Mutual Information to measure correlation, a threshold at percentage is applied to select top N percent frequent term sets, the BoW plus ALFMI feature set improved accuracy of NB, C4.5 and SVM by 1.98%, 0.66% and 0.66% best than BoW feature set, and achieved an average improvement of 1.1%. The BoW plus ALFC (association language features by its category) was the better feature set that they improved accuracy of NB, C4.5 and SVM by 2.64%, 1.97 and 2.63 best than feature set of BoW and BoW+ALFMI, and an average improvement of 2.4% and 1.3%.

In our experiments, it discusses the effect of incremental feature for emotion classification analysis in Major Depressive Disorder. The simple association language features (only used frequent termsets) make accuracy of classification about 86.18% in SVM. Then we tried to test famous measure method as Mutual Information it makes good accuracy of classification best than simple association language features. To avoid a low discrimination that select high correlation of association language features. Our approach that Association Language Features by its Category has been best classification results, many researchers have mistakes in the correlation confidence because mined association language features correlation has overlapping state among category.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has been presented an approach for emotion classification using incremental association language features. The association mining as unsupervised learning into supervised learning that each incremental feature that only exist corresponding individual of category. Therefore every classifier technique of machine leaning to acquire optimized accuracy for emotion of Major Depressive Disorder, the association language features by its category should capture important information of discrimination that increases precision very effective. Using ALFC approach that discovers the overlap outcomes, thus according experiments to confirm they are noisy feature due to the discrimination. In the future, we plan to “integrate” emotion classifier into a medical system.
We would also like to improve emotion identify performance.
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